Esquire seeks best dressed at MIT; winner to get extensive wardrobe

Who is the best dressed man on campus at MIT? Esquire Magazine wants to know, and has launched a contest through THE MIT-SSRS topic: Can similar contests are being

Launched a contest through THE Board will consist of 12 members, a non-stop JET. A ballot for nominations and

Who is the best dressed man on campus at MIT? Esquire wants to know, and has launched a contest through THE Board will consist of 12 members, in addition to

A ballot for nominations and selections on the basis of general appearance, good grooming, wardrobe coordination, articulate expression and fashion awareness.

The Board also will participate in Esquire's 1966 Back-to-College Fashion Forum in New York, and will be photographed for the editorial fashion pages of Esquire's September issue.

Nominations close November 15th, after which, Esquire's fashion will visit MIT to interview nominees, and will make their selection on the basis of general appearance, good grooming, wardrobe coordination, articulate expression and fashion awareness.

MIT-SSRS topic: Can Berkeley Happen Here?

"Can Berkeley Happen Here?" will be the subject of the debate to be held during the planning meeting of the MIT Society for Social Responsibility in Science. The meeting will be on Thursday, October 14, at 8 pm in the Jackson Room, 10-38, and will be open to all students and members of the MIT community.

The MIT-SSRS, led by Steve Krasner, '66, seeks the full dis-
cussion on campus of the social responsibilities of scientists and engineers, emphasizing those of special interest to MIT students. Speaking to the group the fol-

No!

But we may offer you the opportunity to become an engineer with Public Service and experience both the excitement of discovery and the reward of an important, worthwhile career.

12-month training program • Interviewer on campus Nov. 10

Buy you a new sports car?
Send you around the world at our expense?
Satisfy your appetite for every worldly and masculine pleasure?

Appropriate for furthering rela-

tions.

Who most everyone has been thrown by individual girls at one Conferences, a few (don't deny it), Cherchez managed to lose an en-

Halls. Though it is scheduled for

Jolly-Up is sponsored by North House, which includes Holmes, Comstock and Moors Halls. Though it is scheduled for 8:00 pm, it might be advisable to arrive early. In true Cliffe-tradition, there will be two (count

Cherchez, as always, wishes you

Who knows? But, wherever this week's pursuits may take you, Cherchez, as always, wishes you good fortune and perhaps found fortune.

Our representative will be on campus November 1, 2, 3

to interview undergraduate and graduate candidates for Bethlehem's 1966 Loop Course training program.

Appointments are available for men interested in sales, research, mining, accounting, and other activi-

DEGREES required are mechanical, metallurgical, electrical, chemical, industrial, civil, mining, and other engineering special-

ities; also chemistry, physics, mathematics, business administration, and liberal arts.

If you would like to discuss your career interest with a Bethlehem representative, see your placement officer to arrange for an interview appointment.
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